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allverywell and goodWhizzinggoods out of thewarehouse,
onto store shelves and into kitchen cupboards in record time. But
what about the products that travel back to the warehouse,
Bathering dust in a corne! until they grow dated and valueless.
Rerurns are a big problem - even for big retailers.
It's bad enough dealing with whatAlistair Sercombe, head of
returns at Debenhams, recently described as a'bad retumer, (a
shopper that buys lots while sending most of the products back),
without having to manage retums over intense peak seasons, like the
dreaded Black Friday takeover. Yes, retailers can look at ways to
prevent returns in the fust place, but they cannot deny
their inevitabiliry. Alongside strong returns
prevention, retailers and their logistics partners
need to search fbr the solution within their ornn
warehouse operatii:1.
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e-commerce industry places additional p:;S: -.::
and importance on the returns process," sa\ s
Bjarne Iohansen, systems engineer for logistic
systems at Beumer Group. "Speed is everything:
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the faster that items can be returned, the faster they can be
re-sold, and automation can make a signiflcant contribution to
accelerating this process."
A speedy returns process is often lead by a progressive IT system.
By giving them access to key data, these systems can aid employees
that are responsible for critical quality and quantity checks on

retumed goods. IT systems can identitrwhich goods in a multi_item
order are being retumed, the reasons why the items have been sent
back and outline details ofthe original order.
"Placing a returned item into a virtual warehouse as soon as it
arrives can a-lso make it available for re-sale before it is sent back to

the physical warehouse," says Johansen. ,,In some cases, where
fu the same sorter is mr-rlti-purposed to handle both out-bound
and returned items, re-warehousing can be avoided
ffit
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altogether and the returned item can leave the checking
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station and be sent directlyto packing and despatch."
Johansen thinks that multi-purposing the sorter and usingvirtual
inventory are the best ways to maximise the efftciency of the
returns process. These methods will remain unsurpassed; that is
until robotic technology rises to the challenge of checking and
'wrapping returned items.
Cimcorp's Bruce Bleikamp says that returns are not really
attracting much attention at the moment. He argues that
manufacturers are often unwilling to analyse their returns process, or
spend money on improving it. "Returns may come in and just sit in
the warehouse because most operations' fust priority is focused on
getting shipments out. Often the processes are weak and visibility to
the process is lacking," he says.
Every day a product is left waiting in the warehouse counts
towards a significant loss of value. Sometimes goods are left so long
they become out-of-date. This results in perfectly intact stock being
needlesslythrornrn away. "Retailers are then Ieftwith excess product
which results in lost revenue," says Bleikamp.
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Automation for grocery
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Kroger Company is

one of the biggest grocery
retailers on the planet - it
operates 37 manufacturing
plants, which generate
around 40 per cent of all the
corporate brand units sold in

warehouse because most
operations' first priority is
getting shipments out.
Bruce Bleikamp

its US stores.
He says that by adopting automation, manufacturers will be able
to solve this problem by heightening inventory visibility. '?\s product
comes in, it's sorted and stored with an automatic storage system,"
he says. "The system categorises the product at the time it comes in
and organises it so that the product doesnt get lost and the
manufacturers know exactlyhowmuch of each product theyhave."
Nowadays, the manual handling of returns is no longer a viable
option for many businesses. "Manual processing of individual items
as they are returned consumes extensive resources and in many
cases significantly impacts operational efflciency, pricing and profit "
says JanWalker of Datalogic, the automatic identification technology
company. "It is undeniable that automated solutions offer enormous

potential to dramatically improve the speed and efflcienry of
processing retums."
But implementing these automated systems is often easier said r>

The retailer decided to
develop a new fluid milk
plant, the first of its kind for
the business in over 20
years. Kroger sought a
state-of-the-art development,
with low reliance on human
involvement, to minimise
injury and strains.
ln the end it decided to go
with Cimcorp, which
specialises in robotic
gantry-based order fu lfilment.
Cimcorp created an

inclusive, end-to-end

automated warehouse
system for the company's
Mountain View Foods facility.
The facility is based around
its MultiPlck, a fully
automated, robotic
production storage, handling
and order processing
system. The system is able
to store upwards of 36,000
crates and can pick 32,000
crates every day.
The new system enables
Kroger to collect extensive
data and analyse dispatch
operations and production
planning. The data also gives
the company 1OO per cent
traceability, which is of
course vital to the perishable
products market.

Ensuring the pallet is perfectly wrapped
rr!!f*g Robotic palletising is normally
linked to a high-speed packing line, and
is designed to minimise the strain of
picking goods manually. lt is most
commonly used in the food and drink
sector, and uses either robotic arms or a
gantry system.
"A number of our customers use them
and they ensure the product always
conforms to the customer's requirements,
that pallets are always perfectly wrapped
and when integrated with a WMS system,
they speed up the put away from
produetion process," says lndigo's Eric
Carter. "This is because they eliminate
the need to create a separate production
booking in the back office and ensure
real time stock availability."
"vlore often than not, robotic palletising

ragsacoil

is used when lots of SKUs are being
processed simultaneously.
" This automated technology has been
in the market for some time and has
been proven to be efficient for many

industies.'
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sarrs Bruce Bleikamo.

the idea
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palletising
traditiona . e --'-.
system and uas -. -. =-.
it to develop
their innovative layer picking s),stem.
"Cimcorp's layer picking system has
been designed to build manufacturers'
customer orders, also known as
outbound order pallets, whose product is
being picked in layer quantities."
"With Cimcorp's layer picking system,
2OO different product SKUs can be
picked at a time. Vastly improved
efficiency and worker safety is improved

by automating as much of the picking

process as possible."
DAI's Bashir Shama says that a big
challenge in the industry is finding a
palletising system that can handle all
forms of cases.
"There are solutions in the market
place that allow probably around 95 per
cent of grocery cases/packs to be
automatically palletised," he says. "The
challenge is not the automation but the
so called 'Tetris' type of algorithm which
creates the best pallet(s) for the order.
"This is key to any solution and takes
into consideration a large number of
constraints depending on the mechanical
equipment being use and the business
requirements imposed on the solution,
for example, SKU family grouping etc."
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The next step in boosting efficiency
nffi:tilffnml As it stands, the presence of
automated item picking is relatively limited
]n the logistics market. At the moment, it
is mainly used for items that have stable
shapes and sizes.
"This technology is in its infancy, but will
be key in improving efficiency despatch
times and being able to react to changing
customer requirements," says DAI's Bashir
Shama.
Beumers Bjarne Johansen thinks that
future developments in robotics
technology will see an increase in its use
for item picking.
"A more exciting trend, however, may be
the one in which multiple technologies are

combined to create an end-to-end solution
such as an automated item picking and
an automated sorting system," he says.
"By extending automation to new areas
within the warehouse and beyond, the
logistics industry can further drive down
cost and increase its competitive edge
with later order cut-ofF times with faster
and more flexible deliveries."
Fully automated item picking is still
mainly used by larger companies,
according to Carter.
"Automated item picking is still primarily
being adopted by larger companies
because ofthe high capex required, but
we are starting to see greater use of

The adidas Group has commissioned KNAPP to automate its new
ffiommerce centre in Rieste, near Osnabriick in north-west Germany. lt will
use KNAPP's OSR Shuttle technology and Pick-it-Easy Shop workstations.to
provide goods to person order picking driven by KiSoft warehouse software.
At peak, more than 350,000 products a day leave the DC and expansion of
the facility will enable the growth in e.commerce order.

assets like vertical storage shuttles to
handle fast moving products picked in
small quantitles. he says.
Bleikamp says that with the market
continuing to expand and better itself, it is
really important to include an automated
picking system to customise specific
customer requirements.
" Cimcorp's 3D Shuttle provides the
ability to conduct case picking with fewer
components and greater efficiency," says
Bleikamp.
"The layer picking system is best suited
for high SKU warehouses and provides
manufactures to build rainbow pallets of

different SKUs.

back on the shef, only to pick them again for new orders," he says.
"However, an overhead pouch sortation system offers a superflexible and highly scalable, dynamic buffering solution for speeding
retumed items through to re-dispatch as new orders come in."
Bashir Shama, director of logistics automation at DAI, also
identifies pouch/bag unit sortation as a particularly suitable method
for handLing returns in the warehouse. He says that these systems are
able to effectively buffer/store individual items and automatically
retrieve and sort for single or multiline orders.
"Customers could opt to have a'semi' solution in that the top 20
per cent of the returns that are likely to be sold within say three to
five days could be stored within the automation and the rest is
managed using conventional methods," says Shama. "you could also
manage a large returns stock holding by having a fast reactive storage
and retrieval system that can store multi SKU containers retrieved to
a goods to person station for picking into orders or batch pick which
can subsequently be sorted in to individual orders."
Some companies are now using high-speed ciuneras alongside
automation to handle their returns process. These can scan
hundreds ofreturned products an hour and then route the returns
on a conveyor belt to the most appropriate person. Cartqfs4ys:
"These systems arg-.especi+l1y_ p_reJ4-qlJliS&93ppqqglCg."J"J"Mere
gp to 5Q per qent of8:ms purchased qan be retumed."

lmplementation
than done. Walker says that automation can be expensive to deploy,
and isnt designed to function at an item level.
There are a number of challenges in handling returns - identifying
the original order information and the stock itself, checking the items
for quality and visibility of where stock is in the supply chain and
returning it for re-sale quickiy. Eric Carter, solutions architect at
Indiqo Sofi,.,.'are, !.i'. !r ' fl,r'r,,-,:-it :-: .
made for the cu.tonrer. tne m -ir - :t:r- by the logistics operation. Automation can be useo :: :
incoming goods in using barcoded labels and route them to -ie
correct nexl destination either for onwards sale or quality control.
Carter uses Amazon's pre-printed label s_vsiem as an example of a
simple but efflcient returns process. " [t] is eas,v for the consumer
and means the items can be routed directly to the right
department. Depending on u,hether the items are just unsuirable cr
faulry they are automatica-lly routed using the barcode information
either to a simple pick and pack process ready for re-sale or to a
qua-lity controls process."
\{att Hatson of Dematic, thinks that overhead pouch sortation
: :lxs can play a role in improving the returns process. 'A lot of
'
i: a:d erpense can be incurred in placing returned goods
:!:3'-:aslaaagelccm
I

Taking the plunge and jumping from manual to automated systems
can be challenging. "The difference between a manually driven
warehouse and a fully automated warehouse is huge and requires
an enormous investment both flnancially and
operationally," says Datalogic's Jan Walker
"Fcr this reasoit, i,,-e ofren llird :hal
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Tripling productivity
at Simon Loos
f&ffi

Datatogic has
worked alongside systems
integration partners to analyse
how its Jade X7 portal scanner
can help with reverse logistics.
When used for reverse
logistics, items move past the
portal scanner, where barcodes
are read on every side ofthe
product, including the bottom.
As well as this, integrated
advanced sensors are able to
measure the speed, shape and
position of the product.
"Then software inside the
device uses the data captured

to help identifu the product and
can even indicate if items are
stacked on top of one another,"
says Datalogic's Jan Walker.
"The result: fast and accurate
processing of goods at an item
level."

Retailers can use this same
method to simpliry high volume
returns processing.
According to Walker, Simon
Loos, a warehousing and value

added logistics supplier, has
already witnessed some great
results after implementing the
scanner solution to process
returns of pre-stocked
promotional displays.
"The implementation of the
Jade X7 portal scanner has
enabled the logistics operation
to triple its productivity and
better optimise its personnel,"
says Walker.
"Prior to installing the Jade
X7. as many as seven staff
members would work at one
station, using presentation and
handheld scanners to identify
items as they were unloaded
from returned displays.
"Now, a first read
performance above 99 per cent

from the Jade X7 has
increased the speed ofthe
complete operation, without the
need to add resources and has
created a 5O per cent cost
saving in the returns
process."

According to Walker, the phasing process often involves investing
in mobile computing technology. "IThisl allows organisations to
move away from paper based manual processing and start to
autornate specific processes where the blggest time savings and
efficlencies can be achieved," he says. "ROI on mobile computing
based solutions can often be realised in 6-8 months."
Cir.ncorp s -i:....- .lleikar.r.rp says that while it can be very dlfficult
to transform il it-. -:r - -, -,-i1 rrarehouse into a fully automated
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Once the system is in place and completed, there is still the
matter of learning how it works. And, of course, teaching everyone
in the new space how it works.
Because automation is an investment in both time and money,
says Bleikamp, it's really important to weigh out all of the
different options to ensure the system is right for a business'

I

particular needs.

ri

But according to Beumer's |ohansen, converting a manual
warehouse into an automated space is "relatively straightforward".
A more signiflcant challenge is changing a manual-based mind-set
into an automation-based mind-set. "Take for example the way in
which priority orders are handled," he says. "In a manual-based
warehouse orders are processed as soon as they arrive and priority
orders are processed flrst.
"In an automated warehouse, priority and standard orders are
more likely to be processed together. This level of intelligent
automation relies on sophisticated computer algorithms which are
capable of optimising the overall process flow effectively ensuring
that all orders are treated according to priority."
Johansen believes that for most automated systems, the strategy
behind success is preparation and planning. "Tlpically, the analysis
carried out by Beumer Group before a design and installation is not
Iimited solely to the sorting process. Consideration of the
customer's wider business objectives and processes can deliver
innovative solutions inwhich system components and other
automated equipment and controls can be multi-purposed to
address wider challenges.
"'Fit /GAP' analysis is vital for every process within a warehouse
before there is a commitment to invest in an automated system."
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Flexible and scalable
solutions are available that
offer a fast payback.
Matt Hanson

Dematic's Matt Hatson would agree that transforming a
warehouse doesn't have to be so complicated.'Adopting
automation need not require radical change. Flexible and scalable
solutions are available that offer a fast payback."
If technology is used in the colrect wa-V, in theory the process
should run smoothly. "Importantly, automation not only boosts
productiviry but it also reduces error rates too, so costs and actions
associated with rectifying mis-picks and dealing with disappointed
customers are reduced," says Hatson.
Indigo's Eric Carter savs that, tbr many companies, an autotlated
outbound desoatch process sives them a chance to 'dip their toes'
in the automation u,ater, improve the outbouitci desnatch process
and optimise postage costs. "Software based parcel carrier systems
can be integrated with a\AMS and enable different delivery
methods to be selected for the orders, depending on the size /
weight / r,alue of the postage paid," he savs. "This enables a
business to achieve the richt rnix ofvalue and service for-the
customer while tightly managing business costs."

Addons

Therearemanyadd-onsusedtoenhanceautoill:...
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